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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we will deal with a singularly perturbed domain n(l) = 
D1 u D2 u Q(c) (Fig. 1) with a small parameter i > 0 and will investigate 
the behavior of the solutions and their structure of the following semilinear 
elliptic boundary value problem (1.1) for 0 = G(c) when i > 0 is small: 
h+f(u)=O in C?, 
av 0 
(1.1) 
-= 
av on CX2, 
where A = xi”= i (a2/axj) is the Laplace operator and the nonlinear term f 
is a real valued smooth function on R. 
In our previous work [S], we have characterized the behavior of a cer- 
tain class of the solutions { vC JizO of (1.1) on the domain s2(() in Fig. 1. 
More precisely, if uy is an arbitrary solution of (1.1) for 52 = G?(i) which 
satisfies 
lim l/q - a, II Lz(D,) = 0, i-0 
(1.2) 
f (‘?i) = O, f ‘Cai) < O (i = 1, 2), 
then the behavior of vi for small [ > 0 in the singular portion Q(c) is 
approximated by that of some solution V of the following two point boun- 
dary value problem of the ordinary differential equation 
g+ f(V)=0 for ZEL, (1.3) 
with the boundary condition V(z) = ai for z E aL n aD, (i = 1, 2) where L is 
a one-dimensional line segment L 3 n (,,, Q(C) and z is the variable along 
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FIGURE 1 
L (see Fig. 2). We also related the stability of ur in (1.1) to that of V in 
(1.3), i.e., we proved that if the linearized first eigenvalue of V in (1.3) is 
positive (resp. negative), then that of uy in (1.1) is positive (resp. negative) 
for small [ > 0. Conversely, by choosing a special nonlinear term f so that 
the boundary value problem (1.3) has both unstable solution V, and stable 
one V,, we have constructed unstable solution ut’) and stable one ut”) of 
( 1.1) for small 5 > 0, where each up) is approximated by I’, on Q(c) 
(i= 1, 2) while u/l) and ur) have almost the same behavior in D, u D2. In 
view of these results, the moving portion Q(i) which becomes thinner as 
[ + 0 does not lose influence over (1.1) (i.e., the structure of the solutions) 
for Sz = L?(c) while it loses the volume. 
In this paper, we deal with a general solution uy of (1.1) (for Sz = s2([), 
[ > 0 small) on which we do not impose a condition such as (1.2) concern- 
ing the behavior in D1 u D2 and characterize the behavior of this solution. 
We will determine the behavior of the linearized first eigenvalue of uy which 
we only gave a rough characterization in [S]. More precisely speaking, 
under the condition n 2 3, we will prove that for small c > 0, any solution 
uy of (1.1) (for G?=s2([)) is approximated by some wi (Km(Di)) in Di 
(i= 1,2) and is approximated by some P’ (Km(L)) in Q(c) where wi is a 
solution of (1.1) for Sz = Di and V is a solution of the ordinary differential 
equation (1.3) with the boundary (compatibility) condition 
VI aLAaD,= WilaLnm, (i= 1, 2) (1.4) 
FIGURE 2 
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and we also prove that the linearized first eigenvalue of vg in L?(c) is 
characterized as 
where p,(w, Q) is the linearized first eigenvalue of w in (1.1) in 52 and J ,( V) 
is the linearized first eigenvalue of I/ in (1.3) with the Dirichlet boundary 
condition on dL. 
In [S], it was the key point to prove the uniform convergence of the 
solution in the singular portion which is a moving neighborhood of the 
point pi of the domain Q(l). To do so, we used a comparison function 
which estimates Iv&x) - ail in this portion and was a linear combination of 
the constant function and the Green function l/lx - pilad (n 2 3). But, to 
apply the comparison theorem, we assumed f’(ai) < 0 (i= 1,2) there. 
Therefore we could not deal with general solutions without any conditions 
such as (1.2). In this paper, to remove this type of difficulty, we use two 
radially symmetric solutions A,(M1’21~-~Pilj, A2(M1’21x-~il)/I~-~il”-2 
(A,, A,: Bessel function or Neumann function) of the following Helmholtz 
equation in place of harmonic functions to construct comparison functions, 
Llqs+A4~=0 (M > 0, large). (1.6) 
By this device, we can also obtain a rather exact asymptotic behavior of the 
linearized eigenvalue (1.5) by characterizing the first eigenfunction in O(i) 
globally. In view of these results, we can get insight into the structure of the 
solutions. These are the main parts of this paper (Sections 3-8). In this 
paper, before the main result, we deal with a rather rough situation in 
Section 2, i.e., we consider a perturbed domain Q(i) ([ > 0) of a set 
D, u D, u . . u D, (N connected components) in a very weak sense, as 
follows : lim i+0 Vol(.Q([) - lJ,“= 1 Di) = 0. We show that if there exists a 
solution wi of (1.1) for Q= Di such that pl(wi, DJ >O for each i 
(1 < i 6 N), there exists a stable solution of (1.1) for 52 = Q(i) which 
behaves like wi in Di for each i See below for the definition of pk(wi, Di). 
This is a generalization of [8, Theorem 11, This existence theorem assures 
that the characterization theorem (the main result) in Section 3 contains a 
lot of examples. In the proof of Theorem 1, we essentially use Matano’s 
result in [9]. Therefore we review it in Section 8 in the form which is 
suitable to our situation. 
We give the definition of the stability of the solution of (1.1) and 
notations of the linearized eigenvalues. 
DEFINITION 1. A solution u of ( 1.1) is said to be stable if given any con- 
stant E > 0, there exists a constant 6 > 0, such that I\u(t, .) - v( .)I\ LZ(R) d E 
(0 < t < co) for any BE Co(a) satisfying IIB - VII Lm(n) < 6, where u(t, x) is a 
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solution of the following semilinear diffusion equation (1.6) with the initial 
condition ~(0, .) = B: 
au/at = Au +f(u) (4X)E(O, =))xQ, 
(z,~)E(o, a)xaa. 
(1.7) 
aulav = 0 
We say that u is unstable if u is not stable 
Notation 1. We denote by {/.L~(u,Q)}~=~ and {(P,Ju,Q)}~=~, respec- 
tively, the sequence of the eigenvalues (arranged in increasing order) and 
the complete system of the corresponding orthonormalized eigenfunctions 
of the following eigenvalue problem: 
Acp+f’(~)cp+Pcp=o in Q, 
aqlav = 0 on ai2. 
(1.8) 
PROPOSITION 1.1 [6]. Zf pi(u,Q)>O (resp. p,(u,Q)<O), u is stable 
(resp. unstable). 
All the functions that we consider in this paper are real valued. 
2. EXISTENCE OF STABLE SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we prove an existence theorem for stable solutions where 
Q(c) ([ > 0) is a (wildly) perturbed domain from the set which has N con- 
nected components (D,, D,, . . . . DN). This domain perturbation can be very 
wild because the condition (II.l)(ii) is not very strong and it contains the 
one in Section 3 as a special case when N= 2. We prove that if there exists 
a stable (in the sense of the linearized eigenvalue) solution wi (i.e., 
pi( wi, 0;) > 0), there exists a stable solution uC of the following equation 
(2.1) which approximates wi in Di for small c > 0 for each i: 
Au +f(v) = 0 in Q(i), 
a0 (2.1) 
-&=o on ai-2g). 
(11.1) D,,D, ,..., D, are bounded domains in BY (n > 2) where each 
Di has a smooth boundary aDj and Di n Dj = 0 (i < j). For each i > 0, 
Q(c) is a bounded domain in R” with a smooth boundary aa([) with the 
following two properties :
0) 52(1,)1>a(r,)3Ui”=,D~foranyi,>i,>O. 
(ii) lim, j 0 Vol(sZ([) - U,“=, Di) = 0. 
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We impose the following condition on the nonlinear term f: 
(11.2) fEC”(R), Eii,,, f(5)<0, h-Q+ -,f(O>O. 
We assume the following situation. 
(11.3) For each i (1 < id N), there exists a function WOE Cm(D,) such 
that dw,+f(wi) = 0 in Di, &vi/& = 0 on aD, with pl(wj, Di) > 0. 
We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. We assume (ILl), (11.2), and (11.3). For each c>O there 
exists at least one stable solution vi of (2.1) such that the following property 
(2.2) holds: 
lim llq - will L2(D,) = 0 (1 <i<N), 
C-0 
(2.2) 
lim v5=wi in Cm(Di(q))for any q>O (1 <i<N). 
i--o 
where D;(q) = { xEDjldis(x,Q(r)-Di)>q}. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Put &f E inf{< E lQlf(&j) = 0) and li;i = 
sup{ 5 E [w 1 f(l) = O}. Arbitrary solution of (2.1) (if it exists) takes its values 
in the interval [&4, li;r] by condition (11.2); therefore, we may consider the 
equation given by replacing f by the nonlinear term 3~ Cm(R) such that 
fCt)=ftO for 5~CM-1,~+11), 3(5)=f(M+2) for <EC~+~,~), 
and f(<)=f(M-2) for [E(-cc,J4--21). Therefore without loss of 
generality, we assume in this proof that supp(af(<)/a<) c [M- 2,li;i+ 21. 
(Remark that f(t) < 0 for < > A and f(t) > 0 for 5 < M.) Hereafter we put 
Q(c) =Q([)- uy=, Di. Let A be a function in Coo(Wfl) such that 
A(x) = wi(x) for x E Dj ( 1 d i d N), supp(grad A) is compact in [w”, and 
&4 d A(x) < ii;i in Iw”. We define a functional T, on H’(Q([)) and a closed 
subset E(6,c) of C’(Q(i)) n C’(sZ([)) as 
Et4 i)= {v~C’(Q(t))n C2(fW))l T,(v)< TCt4+63, 
/Iv - WillL2(D,). <6 (1 <i<N), M-6<u(x)dR+6 (XEQ([))}. 
Our method is to find a positive function S(c) defined on some interval 
(0, [) such that lim i+oS(5)=0 and Et40 is invariant under the following 
semilinear diffusion equation (2.4) when 6 belongs to the interval 
[S(c), 26(c)], that is, for any given B in E(6, [) such that S(l) ,< 6 <26(l), 
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there exists a global solution u&t, x) of (2.4) such that u[(t, .) E E(6, [) for 
fE (0, co): 
g+f(u) (4 xl E (0, a) x Q(i), 
au 
z=o (4 -4 E (0, ~0 I x awi), (2.4) 
u(0, x) = B(x) XEQ(i). 
Then we can apply Matano’s Theorem [9, Theorem 4.21 to the set 
E(6(1), <). In fact, by applying Proposition 8.2 for E= E(h(c), [), 
E, = E(((m + 1 )/m) S(i), c) (m > 1) and 52 =52(c), we get a stable solution 
in E(6(1), 0. 
By the aid of the comparisonexistence theorem and (11.2), it is easily 
seen that for any BE C”(Q({)) such that &4- 6 6 B(x) <A?+ 6 in L?(c), 
there exists a global solution u&t, x) of (2.4) such that &l- 6 6 u&t, x) d 
A+ 6 for (t, x) E [0, co) x Q(i). For this uy, we have the following 
inequality. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Energy inequality). 
T,(u,(4 1) G T&4 (t 3 0). (2.5) 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Ti is also written as 
T;(~:W)=j (;lV~c12-j’l(E)dE)dx 
Q(C) A 
+fj (- 
,=I D, 
Vu,V~,+~(VH',12+f(A)(U;-A) dx. 
) 
Therefore we have 
~T~(u,(f;))=j~~;~(V(~)Bu;-f(u~)~)dx 
+ $ j ( -V(t$hvi+f(,,~)dx 
,=, D, 
=- 
j ( > 
3 
R(r) at 
(A+ + f(q)) dx 
+ig, jD,(dwi+f(wi))%dx 
=- j au, 2 C(C) at dxdo. ( > 
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By Lemma 2.1, we have T&u&t, .)) < T&A) + ~5~ (0 G t < co). Hereafter 
we will estimate 11 ui( t, . ) - wi II L2CD,j from above by use of Tc(uc(t, ’ )). The 
following inequality is the key lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a positive constant 6, > 0 such that 
6 T,(A + U) + 1;;: If( & ~Vol(Q(Q) (2.6) 
for any UEC’(SZ(~)) such that )IU/IL2~D,j<6, (l<i<N) and M--2< 
A(x)+ U(x)<A+2for XEO([). 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We use the eigenfunction expansion of U in each 
Dj. We write (P~,~ in place of pk(wi, Di) for brevity: 
Ui,y(t3 x, E i t”3 (Pi,/c)Lz(D,) (Pi,ktX) (xEDj, 1 <i<N). 
k=l 
Now we estimate the first term of (2.3) from below by the following decom- 
position : 
I( D, ; (vu12 - j-;(;~)‘+ u(x) (f(t) -f@(x)) &) dx 
= (f(wi+tl)-f(wi))dt 
(f(wi+t)-f(wi+ Ui,q))dt 
+ s (V(Ui- Ui,y)VUi,y-(Ui- Ui,q)(f(Wi+ Ui.q)-f(Wi)))dX a 
By the Taylor expansion off around wi, we have 
f(W~+S)-f(wi)=f’(wi)5+5: (l-~)f”(wi+~5)4.<~, 
-f yt If”(t)1 i,, Iui,q13 dx 
E 
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I,> (V(Uj-U;,,)VU,.,-f’(wj)(Ui-Ui,,)Ui.qdx s D, 
- c2 s Iui-“i,yl ‘I”z,q12dx D, 
2 -C2 II Ui - ui,y II L*(D,) . II ‘,,q II i4(D,)T 
Here we have put c,=supcER If’(<)/, c2-supeER lf”(5)I. 
First we take q sufficiently large so that, p+,+ 1(Wi, Di) - 2c, >, 2 for any i 
(1 < id N) and fix this q. Let c$~ be the linear subspace of L2(Di) generated 
bY (Pi.17 (pi.29 -9 (Pi,yy i.e., &$y=L.h.[qi,l,~i,z ,..., (P;,~]. As &i,y is a finite 
dimensional norm space, any two norms on 4.,, are equivalent to each 
other, Therefore we have the following inequalities. There exists a positive 
constant y,>O such that 
Yq G Ildl L~(D,JIl cp II L2(D,) d l/Y, for any ~EC!&, 
(2.7) 
YyG Il’pII~~(~,)/ll(PIIL~(D,)~ l/Y, for any cp E &,,. 
We remark that U,, E cf& 
Therefore we have 
; Ivu12-/;+U 
3 PI(wi9 Oi) 
2 
IlUi,qlIt~(~,)-$ II”i,qll~2(D,)+ lI”i-ui.Jl~2(D,J 
4 
B /ll(Wj, Oil ‘2 
( 2 - 3y3 II ui.q II L*(&) -3 llqJt(D,,> II ui,q II 22CD,) 4 4 
+; lIU;- K,qllzLqD,). (2.8) 
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Let hi(<)- (ipl(wi, Oj)- (c2/3y:)<- (~$2yi)<~), 520 (1 <i<N). There 
exists a constant 6, > 0, such that hi(t) > (pI(wj, Oi))/4 for any 5 E [0, S,] 
( 1 6 i 6 N) because ,u~(w~, Oi) > 0. Therefore if 11 UIj L~CD,j < 6,) 
II ui,y II L.*(L),) < 6, holds and so by the inequalities (2.3) and (2.8), we have 
-I s A+U f(5) 4 dx. 
By this inequality we complete the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
By Lemma 2.2, we will estimate IIu&t, . ) - A( . )I1 L2Co,j (1 Q i 6 N). We put 
~3 = SUP IVAI 2 + /;:22 lf(511 &. 
XER” 
Define a positive function c(S) > 0 in some interval (0,6,) by 
1 
- 
4 
min min ‘, 
I<i<N 2 
‘ltw; “i’} 6’ - 6 3 = c3 Vol(Q([(S))). 
By retaking d2 > 0, smaller if necessary, i(S) is monotone in the interval 
(0, 6,) and 0 < ~5~ -C6,. lim, _ 0 c(S) = 0 also holds. Let S(c) be the inverse 
function of i(S) which is defined in (0, cl] (cl =[(6,/3)). Then 
limr,o S(c) =0 holds. Here we have the following result. 
LEMMA 2.3. For any [E (0, c,] and any BEE(~, [) where S(i)< 
S<26(1), then IIq(h.)--A(~)ll L2(D,) <6 (0 d t < co ) for i = 1, 2, . . . . N where 
uc is the solution of (2.4). 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. [E (0, i,], S(c) < 6 <26(c). By 26(c) 6 26,/3 6 
26,/3, II B - A II L*(D,) 6 261/3 < 6, there exists a maximal t, (O-C t, 6 co] 
such that IIu&t, .) - A( .)I1 L2CD,J d 6, for any t E [0, tI] and any i = 1, . . . . N. 
By applying Lemma 2.2, we have, for any t E [0, tl], 
Q Tc(u,(f, .)I + j;;: If( dt .Vol(Q(i)) 
M+2 
< T&q+S3+ .rm M~2 If(t)1 & .Vol(Q(i)) 
d ~3 Vol(Q(i)) + 6 3 d c3 Vol(Q(i(G))) + 6 3 
1 
c-.. 
4 
(O<t<t,). (2.9) 
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If t, is finite, we have by the above inequality 
llq(4 .)-A(.)11 L2Cn,, <6/2 < 6,/3 holds for t E [0, ti]. 
By the continuity of lju,(t, .) - AllL~CD,, in t, there exists t’ > t, such that 
iI@6 .)-All L~CD,J < 6, (0 6 t 6 t’). But this contradicts the maximality of 
t, . Therefore t, = cc. Again by (2.9) for t, = co, we have the inequality 
ilq(t, .)-A(.)IlL2cD,j<S, for Odt-cm. 
Thus we have constructed a family of the closed invariant subsets E(6, <) 
(S(i) < 6 <26(c)) for [E (0, [,I, and applying [9, Theorem 4.21, we obtain 
a stable solution uC in E(6([), [) for [E (0, [,I. The first line of (2.2) is a 
direct result of 
The second line of (2.2) can be obtained by the bootstrap method with the 
elliptic regularity theorem with (2.10). Thus we have completed the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM 
In this section, we present the main result of this paper. We deal with a 
singularly perturbed domain L?(c) such as in Fig. 1 where some part Q(c) 
of the domain 52(l) degenerates into a one-dimensional set (a segment) 
when the parameter [ -+ 0. We will investigate the behavior of the solution 
of the following semilinear elliptic boundary value problem (3.1) and that 
of its linearized first eigenvalue (which usually characterize the stability of 
the solution). We will relate the solution for small [ > 0 and its linearized 
first eigenvalue to some solutions and their eigenvalues in the limit set 
lim C+-o n(i) where 52(c) and f are to be defined as below in (IILl), (111.2) 
and (III.3 ). 
du+f(v)=O in Q(i), 
ali 
z=o on fX2([). 
We set the domain 52(c) in the form 
Q(i) = D, u D, u Q(i), 
(3.1) 
where D, (i= 1,2) and Q(i) are defined in (III.1 ) and (111.2) below where 
x’= (x,, xx, . ..) X,)E w-‘. 
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(111.1) D, and D, are bounded domains in IL?” where 6, niT,= 0 
and each Di has a smooth boundary 8D, and the following conditions hold 
for some positive constant [, > 0: 
~,n{x=(x,,x’)~[W”~~~~1,~x’~<3~~} 
= { (1, x’) E iw I L-4 < 31*}, 
D,n{x=(x,,x’)~R”~~~k -1,lx’l<3~*} 
= {(-1,X’)ER”l Ix’1 <3[*}. 
(111.2) Q(l) = Rl(i) u R2(1) u r(i) where 
R,(i) = {(Xl, x7 E KY I 1 - 21 <Xl 6 1, WI <iP((X, - 1 ,/r,>, 
R,(i)={(x,,x’)E~“I-l~x,< -1+21,Ix’l<ip((-l-x,)li)}, 
r(~)={(X,,X’)EIW”I-l+2~dx~~1-2~,~x’~<~}, 
where p E C”(( - 2,0]) n C “(( -2,0)) is a positive function such that 
p(O)=2, p(s)=1 for SE(-2, -l), dp/ds>O for s~(-LO), and the 
inverse function p-‘:(1,2)+(-1,0) saisfies limSt2POdkpP1/d5k=0 
holds for any positive integer k B 1. We put the points p1 = (1, 0, . . . . 0) and 
p* = ( - 1, 0, . ..) 0). 
We impose the following condition on the nonlinear terms f: 
(111.3) foci, lim,+,J-(0~0, !&-,f(<)>O. 
We assume the above conditions (III.l), (111.2), and (111.3) in this 
section and also in Sections 5, 6, 7. Our main results are stated in the 
following theorems. The asymptotic behavior of the solution when c + 0 is 
characterized in Theorem 2 and that of the linearized first eigenvalue of the 
solution is characterized in Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 2. Assume n 2 3. For any c~ (0, [*), let vy be an arbitrary 
solution of (3.1). Then, for any sequence of positive values { C,,,}z= , such that 
lim, + m {, = 0, there exists a subsequence {o,,,}E= 1 c {[,,,fz=, and 
functions w, E C”(D,), w2 E c”(a,h VEC”([--1, 11) such that 
Eqs. (3.2), (3.3) and the uniform convergence properties (3.4), (3.5) hold. 
dwi+f(wi)=O in Di, 
C3Wi 
(3.2) 
x=0 on L?D, (i= 1,2), 
$ V+f(V)=O for zE(-1, l), 
(3.3) 
V(l)= W,(Pl)Y V-l)=w,(P,)* 
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lim sup Iv,,(x) - wi(x)l = 0 (i= 1, 2), 
m-m xtD, 
lim sup Iuom(x,, x’)- @,)I =o. 
m - a x = (x,, x’) E Q(um) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Next we state the result concerning the stability of the solution uy, i.e., 
we describe the linearized first eigenvalue of the solution. 
Notation 2. We denote by {&( V)}p=, and (@J V)}p= 1, respectively, 
the eigenvalues (arranged in increasing order) and the orthonormalized 
complete system of the eigenvalues of the following eigenvalue problem: 
-$@+f’(V)@+i@=O, -l<z<l, 
(3.6) 
@(-l)=@(l)=O. 
Now we have the following asymptotic behavior of the linearized first 
eigenvalue of the solution u,,, in Theorem 2. 
Remark. In Theorems 2 and 3, we assumed that the space dimension 
n 3 3 for the technical reason concerning the method of the proof. We are 
not sure whether this assumption is essential or not. 
Remark. Theorems 2 and 3 are generalizations and elaborations of 
Theorems 2 and 3 in [S]. 
The proofs of the above theorems are given in Sections 5 and 6. 
4. COMPARISON FUNCTIONS 
In the proof of the main results, we will use a comparison function to 
prove the uniform convergence of the solutions D, u D2, especially in the 
neighborhood of the points p1 and pz. This comparison function is a linear 
combination of the two radially symmetric solutions of the Helmholtz 
equation, 
A4+A44=0, (4.1) 
where M is a positive constant (which is to be chosen suitably large in 
Sections 5 and 6). The radially symmetric solution 4 of (4.1) satisfies: 
n-l d --zd+W=O, r E (0, co). (4.2) 
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The two linearly independent solutions of (4.2) are expressed as 
(i) n33, odd, 
$?il(r) = (M”*r)-‘“-*“* J(np2),2(M1’*r), 
d*(r) = (M1’2r)p(n-2M2 J_(n-2),2(M1’2r), 
(ii) n B 2, even, 
dl(r) = (M1’2r)-(” -*)‘* J,,_2,,2(M1’2r) 
f$2(r) = -(M1’2r)P’“-2”2 Yc,P2,,2(M1’2r). 
Here J, and Y, are respectively the Bessel function and the Neumann 
function, i.e., 
.4(r)= f (-1)” v+2m ,J(v+m+l)f(m+l) ($1 , 
Y,(r)=~J,(r)logJj-k f (-1)” 
m=O 
$crn +;; ;;ym;,m + ‘) (,/,)N+Zm 
(see K. Yosida [14, pp. 51-55)). 
We use the following properties of qbl and d2. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume n 2 3. For any positive constant M, there exist 
positive constants c,(M), c,(M), and c,(M) such that qbl and #2 are 
expressed as 
h(r) = A,(r), d2(r) =s,
where A, E Coo( [0, co)) and A, E Coo((O, co)) satisfy the properties 
0 < c,(M) < A,(r) < c,(M) for r E CO, dM)l, 
0 < c,(M) <A,(r) <c,(M) for r E (0, cobW1. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Put A?=sup(<~RIf(<)=0), AJrinf{SElRlf(~)=O}. It is easy to see 
that 
M<v,(x)Gli;i for x~Q(i) (OciGi,). (5.1) 
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By integrating Eq. (3.1) on Q(l) after multiplying by vg, we get the 
following inequality with the aid of (5.1) for some constant c > 0: 
k,, ‘vuJ2 dx=fQ((, uc f(q) dx d c < + co (o-au. (5.2) 
By the Rellich’s theorem, there exist a subsequence (o;~,} c (ui,} and 
functions W,E L2(Di) (i= 1, 2) such that 
lim II uy,, - wi II Lz(D,) =0 (i= 1, 2). (5.3) ??‘cc 
Furthermore, by the bootstrap argument concerning the convergence of vi, 
we conclude that W;E Cm(Di - {p,}) and wi satisfies the equation in Dj 
and the Neumann boundary condition on aDi- (pi). By applying 
Proposition 8.1 to wi in Di, we conclude that pi is a removable singularity 
and wi satisfies the Neumann boundary condition up to aD, and we have 
the following for each i = 1,2, 
dw;+f(wi)=o in Dj, 
aw,/av =0 on aDi. 
(5.4) 
lim vrm =wi in C73(Dj-L’i(q)) for any q>O, (5.5) m+m 
where 
C,(v)= U% *~‘)E~“IX,>l, lx-P,l<V), 
Z,(v) = {(Xl> X’)ER”IX,< -1, Ix-p21 <q}. 
Hereafter we will prove 
lim sup loi,, - wi(x)/ = 0 (i= 1, 2). (5.6) 
Without loss of generality, we deal with only the case i= 1 and we 
introduce the following set and the parameter: 
HE, 0 = {-= D, I Iv&) - w,(x)1 2 ~1, 
~(8, i)=inf{rl>OIK(~, i)cz,(v)). 
Suppose that (5.6) does not hold for i= 1, there exist a positive constant 
s0 > 0 and a subsequence {K,} c {i,, } such that, 
Yl(%b %l) ’ 0 for any mB 1. 
It is easy to see hm, _ iu q(.sO, K,) = 0 by (5.5). 
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Under the above assumption, we will deduce a contradiction. We 
separate the argument into the following two cases. 
Case 1. lim,, co rc,/rj(.sO, rc,) = 0, 
Case 2. lim, _ a; IC,/~(&~, K,) > 0. 
We prepare an auxiliary inequality which is very important in this proof. 
Put M=2max1,G5GA If’(t)1 + 1 and c,(M)=min{3[,, c,-,(M)) where 
c,(M) is the parameter introduced in Section 4 for the above M. We also 
Put 
cl,- sup Iu,,,,(x) - w,(x)1 +i and ym =max{k, v,}, 
.XED,,IX-p,I=c’*(M) 
where q m = d&o, d. 
It is easy to see lim, - m CI, = 0 by (5.6). 
LEMMA 5.1. 
for x~~,(c*(W)-~,(Ym). 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. We denote by 4 the right hand side of the 
inequality. Then by Lemma 4.1 and the definition c(, and Y,,,, the inequality 
holds for XED, such that Ix-p,l=c,(M) or (x-p,/ =ym. Let 
h*=sup(hE[O, l]l&x)-h(u,,-wr)aO in C,(c,(M))-Z,(y,)}. If 
h* < 1, there exists x* ED, such that 
Ym < 1x* - PI I < c*(M) and 
4(x) - h*oL,(x) - WI(X)) 3 0 
$4(x*) - h*(u,,(X*) - wl(x*)) =o, 
(5.7) 
for any x E C,(c,(W) - Cl(~J. 
But we can deduce the following differential inequality from (3.1) and 
(4.1): 
44 - h*(%, - w,))+ J; f ‘(sulcm 
( 
+(I -s)w,)ds 
> 
(4-h*(uK,-wl)) 
= 
0 
‘f’( suKm+(l-s)wl)ds-M 
> 
4< --#CO in C,(c,(M))--C,(y,), 
0 
(5.8) 
-$(~-h*(uKn-wl~)=O on dD,.n {ym< Ix--p11 <c,(W). (5.9) 
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Therefore if x* is an interior point of C,(c,(M))-C,(y,), the above 
differential inequality (5.8) contradicts the existence of such a point x* by 
the Strong Maximum Principle. 
On the other hand, if x* END, n {ym < Ix- p11 <c,(M)}, again the 
differential inequality (5.8) and the Neumann boundary condition (5.9) 
contradict the existence of such a point x* by the Hopf Lemma. 
This concludes h* = 1. By the same argument as above for h* = 1 in 
(5.8) and (5.9), we obtain d(x) - (u,_(x)- w,(x)) >O for any 
x E WC*(W) - C,(Y,). 
By an argument similar to 
h* =supV= CO, 11 I~(X)-h(wl(x)-u,m(X))~O 
in &MM)) - -WJ) 
we obtain the conclusion of Lemma 5.1. 
Case 1. By taking the subsequence of {K,} if necessary, we assume 
without loss of generality that lim, _ a u,/q,,, = 0 in Case 1. Remark that 
y,,, = q,,, for large m in this case. We change the scale of the variable as 
x-P,=Ym(Y-PI), 
Urn(Y) = UK,(PI + YkY- Pl)), 
(5.10) 
4J4n+YLfwn)=o~ forY E ~,(c,(~)/Y,)~ 
?(O, y’)=O, 
(5.11) 
krh, 6 IY’I Q c*wwm. I 
By using the definition of qm, we have 
sup Iu,(Y)-w1(PI +Y,(Y--1))l =so for large m. (5.12) 
J’, t 1, IyI = 1 
On the other hand, we have the following estimate by Lemma 5.1: 
I Urn(Y) - WItPI + YAY- PI))1 
a, co Az(Yml.Y-PI0 <-----A,(Yml.Y-P,l)+- c,(M) c,(M) lY-P,l”~2 . 
By the bootstrap method and the Schauder estimate, {U,} is compact in 
C”(((y,,y’)~W’ly,>L ~<Iy-p1161/~}) for any rl>O. Remark 
lim, + m K,,,/v,,, = 0. Therefore passing to some subsequence in (5.11), we 
get a function C “( { ( y , , y’) 1 y, 3 1, y # p1 } ) which satisfies the properties 
505/75/2-7 
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g (0, y’)=O for y’~ R”-’ - (O}, 
I 
(5.13) 
sup IVY)-W,(P,)l =EO. (5.14) 
,‘I a 1, IY ~ PII = 1 
By reflecting the function about the hyperplane y, = 1 by the aid of the 
Neumann boundary condition, we get a bounded harmonic function in 
R” - (pr >. Furthermore, applying the removable singularity theorem, we 
obtain a bounded harmonic function D on R” with the properties 
sup IQ+Y(P,)l =so>O, ,.)ym D(Y) = WI(Pl). (5.15) 
IY--PII=1 
The existence of such a function contradicts the Harnack inequality. We 
complete the proof of (5.6) in Case 1. 
Case 2. Take a constant /I > 0 such that 
min 
i 
i, lim IC,/~~+E~, K,) > p >O. 
m-+cc I 
We change the scale of the variable around the point pr as 
x-P,=dY-PP,), (5.16) 
U,(Y) = ~K,(P1+ GAY - PI)). 
Thus we have 
qL+Kf,f(U,)=O in H,,, 
$0, y’)=O 
(5.17) 
for y’ such that 2 G Iy’l G c*(M)/K,, 
where 
H,= {(Y,, Y’)ER”IYI> 1, IY--P,I <c,(Wlv) 
u~(Y,,Y’)~~“I--1~Y,~1,lY’l<p(y*--1)} 
“{(Y,,Y’)E(W”l2-2/rl~Y,~ -LlY’l<l}. 
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and 
We also have the following properties which are deduced from the 
definition of Case 2, Lemma 5.1, and lim, _ m max(2, q,Jlc,) < l/B: 
p&MY-P,l+ EoA*(4nlY-P1I) 
c,(M) c,Gwl.Y-P,I”-2 
in ((~,,~‘)E~“I~,>/~,~/~QIY-P~I~~~(M)/~~). (5.18) 
By almost the same argument as that in Case 1 concerning the estimate of 
the family of the function, we see that (17,) is compact in Cm(R,,) for any 
q E (0, 11. Therefore, taking the limit in (5.13) along some subsequence, we 
get a function U E C”(R) which satisfies the properties 
d,U=O in H, aulav=o on ahr, 
M< U(y)<&? in H. 
(5.19) 
Furthermore we have, by (5.18), 
sup IVY)-W,(P,)l b&O>& 
y, > l.l.v-pll < l/P 
IVY)-W,(P,)l G$$,Y-j l”-2 
1 1 
in {(Y,~Y’)E:~~~Y,B~, WWY-~4). (5.20) 
Thus we have obtained a bounded harmonic function in H with the 
Neumann boundary condition such that lim,, a I+ _ g, U(y) = w,(p,). But 
this is impossible from the following proposition. Therefore we have 
completed Case 2. 
PROPOSITION 5.1 (Lemma 3.2 [8]). Let W be a bounded function in A 
with the following properties (5.21): 
A,W=O in H, a wlav = 0 on aff, 
(5.21) 
lim y,>,,,b,(+m w(y)=c. 
Then. W s c in H. 
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Therefore we have completed the proof of (5.6). 
lim suP I”(,~(X) - wi(Pi)l = O 
m - 00 XE R,(&,,,) 
Next we will prove, 
(i= 1,2). (5.22) 
We recall the change of the scale of the variable such as (5.16). Put 
W,(y) = ur,,,(pl + i,,S(y-pl)) and in the same manner as in Case 1, we 
see that ( Wm} is compact in C “O(8,) for any q > 0. Therefore, any sub- 
sequence { W,,,, } c ( W,,,} h as a convergent subsequence { W,,,,, } of { W,,,. } 
and a function WE C”(R) such that 
lim W,,. = W in Cm(17?) for any q > 0, 
m-cc 
(5.23) 
A,W=O in H, aw/av=o on aH. 
On the other hand, by (5.6), we have 
lim sup 1 W,,.(y) - wI(p,)I = 0 
m-m .ve.z1(9) 
for any v]>O, and so we conclude that W(y)=w,(p,) for any y=(y,, JJ’) 
such that y, > 1. Applying the unique continuation theorem to the 
harmonic function W, we conclude W(y) = w1 (p1 ) for any y E H. Thus we 
have obtained (5.22). 
The rest of the proof of Theorem 2 is almost parallel to the former half of 
the proof of Theorem 3 in [8] because we have already established (5.22). 
Therefore we only mention here without proof the desired result 
(Proposition 5.2). We apply it to (3.1), (5.1) and (5.22) and we get a sub- 
sequence (om} c (K,} and a function VE C2( [ - 1, 11) which satisfy (3.3) 
and (3.5). Remark that V necessarily belongs to C “( [ - 1, 11) because of 
(3.3). Thus we have completed the proof of Theorem 2. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let {C,}:=, b e a sequence of positive values such that 
lim, + m [,,, = 0 and urm be an arbitrary function in C2(Q([,)) with 
4, + qi,,,(x) g(uc,j,) = 0 in Q(L), 
aucmlav = 0 on am,) - w, u ao,), 
lim sup IvJx) - dil = 0 (i = 1, 2) 
m-m x~R,(i,n) 
SUP SUP Iq,(x)l < +@J, 
ma1 XEQ(im) 
where d,, d, E R, gc C’(R), and ql, E C”(Q([,)) has the following 
asymptotic behauior for some q E C”( [ - 1, 11): 
lim SUP 14c,(x,, ~‘1 - 4(x, )I = 0. 
m - cc. XE Q(L) 
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Then there exist a subsequence {IC~)~=, c ((m}z=, and VE C2( [ - 1, 11) 
such that 
d2V 
~+Y(z) g(V(z))=O, -l<z<l, 
Vl)=d,, V(-l)=d,, 
lim sup Iu!Jx,, xl)-- V(x,)l =o. 
m--t= .YGQ(K,) 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We consider the asymptotic behavior of the linearized first eigenvalue 
P1(UCTm Q(a,)) (which is a simple eigenvalue) when m -+ CO. We first prove 
the following partial result. 
LEMMA 6.1. 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. We define the following test functions. Let 
II/ I, $2 E C?(llV) be functions which satisfy 
(Pl,I(WI, Dl)(X) *l(x)= i. 
for XED,, 
for XED~, 
ti2(x)= i2I(w2 D,)(x) 
for XED,, 
1 3 for XED,. 
We define Yy, E H’(SZ(o,)) as 
where Q1 = @r( V) is the linearized first eigenfunction in (3.6) and we 
assumed without loss of generality that it is positive, and we defined the 
parameter 6, and the set K(i) as 
61=max{@,(l-2~),@,(-1+2~)}>0, 
mo= {(x,9 X’k~(i)l@l(X,D~~J. 
We remark that lim i+o61=O by @(fl)=O. 
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By the min-max theorem and the above test functions, we estimate 
PLI(UVm’ a(~,,,)) from above: 
6 
+f (IYi12 -f’(tJlCI?) dx Plan,) 
d {PlCwi9 Oil + suP If’(wi)-f’(u~,)l 
iED, 
+ c Vol(QhJHlU + c Vol(Q(a,)) 
-+ Pl(Wi> D,) as m-cc (i=1,2), (6.1) 
d /D,, 
m 
) (Iv~~,12-f’(uo,)l~o,12) dx/jQc, 
m 
) y’3, dx 
s l@,h--6,m12dx Worn) 
G (21(V+ SUP If’(V(xl))-f’(u~~(X,, x’))l) 
XE K(o,) 
X 
s @,(x,12 dx 
I~,(x,)-~a,)12dx+c6,_ 
K(um) i 
f K(am) 
-4(V (m+ Co). (6.2) 
By letting m + CO in (6.1) and (6.2), we complete the proof of Lemma 6.1. 
The normalized eigenfunction corresponding to pl(ulc, Q(5)) is 
rp,(vr, Q(i)) (see Notations 1, 2). We denote it by qr for brevity and 
assume it is positive without loss of generality: 
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(6.3) 
(6.4) 
We separate the rest of the proof into the following two cases: 
7 
Case 1. llm,+, II’P~,~~~~~~,~~,~~O. 
Case 2. lim,, A 5 llv,,ll L2(n, uD2) = 0. 
By the min-max principle with an appropriate test function, the value pL* is 
well defined :
-co <p* = lim pI(uo,, Q(a,))< + co. 
m - Ix; 
Case 1. By the boundedness of { u,,I D, u D2};=, in H’(D, u Dz), there 
exists a subsequence Corn,} c {CT,,,} and a function $* in L*(D, u D2) such 
that 
$,(x)>O in D,uD,, Iw*IIL*(D,“fJ2)‘0 
h /I(P~,~-~~~~~~~~,~D~~=~~ lim P,~(u~,,~, Q( ,,))=P,. 
(6.5) 
m - J. ,,I + K 
By the compactness argument and Proposition 8.1 in the Appendix, we 
have 
A$, +f’(W* +P*$* =O in D,uD,, 
a* *lav = 0 on aD, u aD,, 
(6.6) 
where we have put 
w(x) = w,(x) for XED, 
u'*(x) for xeD2. 
By 6, n B, = 0, we have the following equality, 
Case 2. BY Ii% + 3c llv,,,ll L~tD, v D2, = 0 and lIcpill L~tRCijj = 1 (0 -C i d i.+), 
we have 
lim llv,,,ll LX(R(i)) = 03. (6.8) rn’3c 
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put cp[(X) = cP&Ml~rll L’(R(I)): 
Mom +f’(u,m)cp,, + PI(U,,> QhmGm = 0 in Warn), 
a(p,,/av = 0 on &Z?(a,). 
(6.9) 
By the compactness argument in (6.9) we have 
-1 G@,,(x)< 1 for x E M(a,), 
(6.10) 
lim ijjO, =0 in Cao(Di--Cj(q)) for any v > 0. 
m-+cc 
There exists a subsequence (ems } c { 0,) such that 
Here we can apply almost the same argument as the former part in the 
proof of Theorem 2 and Proposition 5.2 to (6.9) by using (6.10) and 
Theorem 2, and so we can characterize the asymptotic behavior of Cp,,. as 
m + co, i.e., there exist a subsequence {K,} c {a,.} and a function 5 in 
Cm([-1, 1)) such that 
lim sup I@V,(X)l = 0, (6.11) 
m-m .XED,U& 
$6+(f’(V(z))+p,)6=0 in -l<z<l, 
(6.12) 
S(&l)=O, S(z)>0 (-l<z<l), max S(z) = 1, 
--l<Z<l 
lim sup IfjJx,, x’) - $(x,)1 = 0. 
m-= r~Q(h.m) 
(6.13) 
By the positivity of 6, p* turns out to be the linearized first eigenvalue of 
V. Therefore we conclude that 
P*=k(V. (6.14) 
In either of the Cases 1 or Case 2, we have the following by (6.7) and 
(6.14). 
LEMMA 6.2. 
We have completed the proof of Theorem 3 by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2. 
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7. STRUCTURE OF THE SOLUTIONS 
In Theorems 2 and 3, we have characterized the behavior of the 
solutions. In this section, we consider the behavior of their structures. We 
assume the following assumption besides the situation of Section 3. 
(VIII.l) {pk(wi, Dj)}p==, d0 (i= 1,2), {J.,(V)},“=, d0 for any wl, w2 
and V which satisfy (3.2) and (3.3). By the similar method as in the proof 
of Theorem 3, we can prove that {~Ju, Q(i))}?= , d 0 for any solution u of 
(3.1) (for small [ > 0). We consider the pair of the parameter [ and the 
solution u of (3.1) in the space X= UC,,, {[} x C”(Q(<)). By the Implicit 
Function Theorem, the set of the solution pair ([, u) of (3.1) is locally a 
smooth curve in X when [ > 0 is small. Let Kc be all the solutions of (3.1) 
for [. By the above argument, Kc, and K,, for small [, , c2 > 0 are mutually 
equivalent because any element u of K, does not bifurcate by the implicit 
function theorem when the small parameter [ varies. Therefore applying 
Theorem 2, we can imbed Kcl into the following set for small 5 > 0, 
Y= (h, w2, V)EC~(D,)XC~(D~)XC~([-~, l])lw,,w,and Vsatisfy 
the relations (3.2) and (3.3)}. 
Therefore we roughly regard Eq. (3.1) in the same manner as we do Eqs. 
(3.2) and (3.3) for small [ > 0. 
8. APPENDIX 
In this section, we mention an auxiliary proposition which is necessary in 
Sections 5 and 6 and review Matano’s result in [9] which we used in 
Section 2. We assume n > 2 in Proposition 8.1. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let rp be a function in H’(z) which satisfies the 
following conditions (8.1) and (8.2), where the set A’= {(x,, X’)E R”JxI >O, 
1x1 < c} (c > 0) and g is a real ualued smooth function on R: 
4+g(cp)=O in C, 03.1) 
acp 
ig=O 
on a22qx,=0)--(0). (8.2) 
Then cp belongs to Cuo(zu({ x1 = 0} n az)). In particular, the boundary 
condition is extended up to &? A {x, = O}. 
We give an outline of the proof of Proposition 8.1. We reflect cp about 
the hyperplane x, = 0 and obtain a solution ‘p* of (8.1) (by using the bound- 
ary condition (8.2)) in the domain 2, = {x E R” I 1x1 < c}, i.e., we have 
cp,~H’(&- {Oh (8.3) 
s (Vvp,Vy-g(cp,)Wx=O for any -?J* y E CF(Z* - {O}). (8.4) 
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On the other hand, from the following Lemma 8.1, we have that 
Com(C, - (0)) is dense in Hd(Z*) and H’(C, - {O})= II’ and 
Eq. (8.4) also holds for any y EH’(,Z’*). Therefore we have 
dq * + g(cp, ) = 0 in C, in weak sense. But, from the elliptic theory and the 
bootstrap argument, (p* turns out to be a smooth function on Z,. Thus we 
obtain Proposition 8.1. 
LEMMA 8.1 (Chavel-Feldman [2]). Let X be a domain in Iw” and Y be a 
smooth closed submanifold of X whose codimension in X is equal to or larger 
than 2 (Y may be a point which we regard as the O-dimensional manifold). 
Then, for any y E H’(C,), there exists a sequence {y,,,};=, c Cm(X) such 
that 
suPP Y m cX--Yfor mB1 and lim IIY~-YII~~~~~=O. nl’cs, 
DEFINITION 2. A closed set E c C ‘(a) n C*(Q) is said to be positively 
invariant under (1.7), if, given any w E E, the solution u( t, x) of (1.7) with 
initial data ~(0, .)= w( .) is defined globally on [0, co) x s1 and satisfies 
u(t, .)EE for all t>O. 
PROPOSITION 8.2 (Matano [9]). Let E, E, , E,, E3, . . . be a family of 
nonempty sets in C’(Q) n C*(Q) such that 
(a) E,=,E2=)E33 ... and n;=, E,=E; 
(b) each E, is closed in C’(D)n C’(Q) and bounded in Lm(Q); 
moreover, for each m, E, + , is contained in the interior of E, with respect to 
the topology of C’(O) n C*(Q); 
(c) each E, is positively invariant under (1.7). 
Then E contains at least one stable solution of (1.1). 
Remark. In [9], Matano established Proposition 8.2 and first construc- 
ted a nonconstant stable solution of (1.1) for the domain similar to Q(5) in 
Section 2 and later generalized it to the case of the dynamical system which 
has the strong order preserving property and also constructed a non- 
constant stable equilibrium solution of the competition diffusion system (cf. 
Matano and Mimura [ 111). Theorem 1 in this paper can be regarded as a 
much improved version of Matano’s existence result of the nonconstant 
stable solution for the single reaction diffusion equation. 
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